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Abstract
This paper addresses the difficulties in pinpointing reasons for unexpectedly high energy
consumption in construction, and in low-energy houses especially. Statistical methods are
applied to improve the insight into the energy performance and heat dynamics of a building
based on consumption records and weather data. Dynamical methods separate influences from
outdoor temperature, solar radiation, and wind on the energy consumption in the building. The
studied building is a low-energy house in Sisimiut, Greenland. Weather conditions like large
temperature differences between indoors and outdoors throughout long winters, strong winds,
and very different circumstances regarding solar radiation compared to areas where low-energy
houses are usually built, make the location very interesting for modeling and testing purposes.
In 2011 new measurement equipment was installed in the house, which will be used to develop
more detailed models of the heat dynamics and energy performance in relation to different
meteorological variables, heating systems, and user behavior. This type of models is known as a
graybox model and is been introduced in this paper.
& 2013. Higher Education Press Limited Company. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All
rights reserved.
ress Limited Company. Production
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1. Introduction

Increasing consciousness of the impact of human activities
on the global environment – namely the consequences of
emissions of greenhouse gases – has lately led to political
goals of lowering energy consumption and switching to more
sustainable energy supply systems. In buildings, this calls for
improved methods for assessment of energy performance
and characterization of heat dynamics.
and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Figure 1 Photo of the low-energy house in Sisimiut as seen
from the west.
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In order to lower costs of collecting digital consumption
data and for the consumer to be able to monitor his or her
consumption pattern and maybe even adapt to price
fluctuations, online data collection devices such as “Smart
Meters” are getting increasingly common in dwellings. They
typically monitor and log at least one consumption variable
and possibly indoor climate variables. Already in Westergren
et al. (1999) a framework is developed to estimate physical
parameters of buildings based on weather and consumption
data, and the energy consumption is modeled for a sample
of buildings. In Mortensen and Nielsen (2010) rather simple
methods are presented on how to estimate UA-values,
gA-values and sensitivity to wind speed of buildings using
only consumption and weather data. In Bacher et al. simple
lowpass filters are applied to inputs and outputs in order to
obtain reliable predictions of heat consumption in buildings
on time intervals down to 1 h.

Discrete-time dynamical models have a large potential
for use on automated and standardized measurements.
ARMAX (Autoregressive Moving Average with eXogeneous
inputs) models are a wide class of dynamical linear models.
Norlén (1990) implements a recursive algorithm to estimate
the UA-value of a test cell with ARMAX models, and in
Jiménez et al. (2008a) ARMAX models are used on data from
a test wall.

More detailed information about the heat dynamics of a
building can be achieved by applying continuous-time
models such as graybox models to data of higher resolution.
This has been done for a part of a highly insulated building
in Madsen and Holst (1995). In Andersen et al. (2000) it was
applied on a multi-room building, and Bacher and Madsen
(2011) present a method for a consistent model selection
procedure.

In 2005, a low-energy house was inaugurated in Sisimiut,
Greenland. The objective was to build a house with very low
energy consumption for heating, which should inspire the
development of energy-efficient housing in Greenland and
demonstrate the potentials for energy efficiency in a house
which should also be a leading example of good indoor
thermal environment. The house and its objective was also
to be presented in Norling et al. (2006). Therefore the
current paper will only briefly introduce the building and
then focus on how well the house has lived up to its
performance targets, and which challenges it has incurred.
Some preliminary performance results were presented also
in Rode et al. (2009), but significant improvements have
occurred since then. The statistical analysis will be per-
formed on data from before and after the work was
conducted on the building and the results will be compared.

Apart from improvements on the energy performance of
the envelope, the building has been equipped with numer-
ous sensors and control equipment for conducting experi-
ments in the building. Long winters of low outdoor
temperatures give a high signal/noise ratio and ease plan-
ning of experiments. The modern design of the building with
a high level of insulation, large window areas, and floor
heating makes it interesting for studies of heat dynamics of
modern low-energy construction. Moreover, it consists of
two symmetrical apartments which enable studies of the
influence of occupancy.

This paper presents results of statistical modeling of
historical consumption data from the house in order to
quantify the alleged improvement of the building envelope.
It also describes the new measurement setup, and finally
presents suggestions for obtaining more detailed heat
dynamic models. The paper is structured in the following
way: Section 2 gives a brief presentation of the low-energy
house, Section 3 describes a statistical methods for analysis
of data before and after the repair work on the building.
Section 4 lines out plans for future experiments and
analysis, and finally conclusions are given in Section 5.
2. Description of the house

A target for the house was that the energy consumption for
heating and ventilation should be only half of that per-
mitted by the 2006 version of the Greenlandic Building
Regulations: 230 kW h/m2/yr (Government of Greenland,
2006). Furthermore, considering that the house was planned
to have a ventilation system with heat recovery – something
that was not assumed for residential dwellings in the
building regulations – the target value 80 kW h/m2/yr was
chosen. Building energy simulations were executed to
substantiate that this level of annual energy consumption
was possible. The means to reduce the energy consumption
in comparison with common Greenlandic houses have been
to use extra insulation in floors, exterior walls and the roof.
Advanced windows have been used with low energy glazing
using normally 3 layers of glass. A solar collector has been
installed on the roof for domestic hot water heating. The
house has been orientated to exploit the light and its
geometry optimizes the daylight absorption. The ventilation
system is supplied with a counter-flow heat exchanger that
uses the warm exhaust air to preheat the cold inlet air.
Sisimiut is the second largest city of Greenland (5500
inhabitants) located on the west coast just 42 km north of
the Polar Circle. The mean average temperature is around
6 1C in summer and around �13 1C in the winter months.
The number of heating degree days is around 8000 K-days
(base 19 1C). The house is approximately 200 m2 and is made
as a semi-detached house, where the two living areas are
built on each side of the boiler room and an entrance hall.
Figure 1 shows a picture of the house, and Figure 2 shows



Figure 2 Cross section and floor plan of the low-energy house. The house is built as a double house with common scullery/boiler
room and entrance hall.

Table 1 Calculated U-values of the different construc-
tions compared with the demands from the Greenlandic
Building Regulations (GBR). The values include thermal
bridge effects.

Construction Floor Walls Roof

Insulation thickness (mm) 350 300 350
U-value calculated (W/m2/K) 0.14 0.15 0.13
U-value GBR 2006 (W/m2/K) 0.15 0.20 0.15
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the cross section and floor plan. One of the two dwellings
serves as home for a family, while the other is used as a
guest house for visitors and for research experiments.

2.1. The building envelope

The building is generally made as a wood frame construc-
tion. The inhabited part is all on one floor, which is
distributed over two slightly displaced levels, and there is
a cold attic above the whole building, and an open crawl
space below. The heat loss due to thermal transmittance of
the building envelope constructions is kept at a minimum by
using large insulation thicknesses and wooden posts and
girders in two separate layers that do not touch each other,
so thermal bridges are practically eliminated, see Table 1
and Figure 3. As it can be seen from Table 1 all the
constructions have U-values below the demands.

2.2. Windows

Three types of glazing units are used in the low-energy
house:

Type 1 1+2 solution: Made of one single glass layer with a
hard low-emission coating and a sealed unit with
two glass layers.

Type 2 Combined double energy glazing and a vacuum
glazing unit.

Type 3 2+1 solution: Made of a sealed unit with two layers
of glass and a separate single layer of glass with a
hard low emission coating.

The three types of glazing units are shown in Figure 4.
Data for the glazing units are shown in Table 2. The net
energy gain is calculated as a mean value of windows
oriented north, east, west and south for a reference house.

2.3. Heating system

The low-energy house is constructed with a hydronic floor
heating system based on PEX-tubes installed in aluminum
plates just below the wooden floor boards. The floor heating
system in the bathrooms is based on PEX-tubes cast in the
concrete. The ventilation system is equipped with a heating
coil which is positioned in the supply air duct after the heat
exchanger. The heating coil is meant to ensure that the air
supply is at a minimal temperature of 18 1C. The ventilation
system's heating coil is based on the same hydronic system
as the floor heating.

Hot water for the floor heating and heating coil is
supplied from an oil furnace, which is located in the boiler
room of the house. Heat for the domestic hot water comes
from a solar collector. The oil furnace supplies back up heat
in periods when the solar heating is insufficient. Finally, a
radiator in the entrance hall is meant to be heated with
excess heat from the solar collector system when available.
2.4. The ventilation system

Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery in cold climates
can present problems with ice formation in the heat
exchanger. When warm humid room air is brought in contact
with the cold surfaces of the exchanger (cooled by the
outside air), the moisture in the exhaust air condenses in
the heat exchanger. If the outside air is below freezing, the
water vapor will freeze, resulting in a larger air flow
resistance on the exhaust side of the exchanger, which in
turn decreases the air flow. The decrease in the amount of
warm air through the exchanger will result in the exchanger
being cooled further, and eventually the system will become
fully blocked with ice and stop. This problem can be
prevented by preheating the inlet air before it reaches
the exchanger. This will however result in extra energy



Figure 3 Wood based structural members near a corner of the building are configured such that thermal bridges are avoided. To
the right: a plot of the calculated temperature distribution around the corner. The calculated linear thermal transmission coefficient
is ψ ¼ 0:015 W=ðm KÞ.

Figure 4 The three glazing units used in the low-
energy house.
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consumption and higher installation costs, and is therefore
not an optimal solution.

A new design of a heat recovery unit was developed for
the low-energy house in Sisimiut in cooperation between
EXHAUSTO A/S and the Technical University of Denmark.
The dimensions of the unit are length 1760 mm, width
930 mm and height 660 mm. The unit consists of two highly
efficient aluminum counter flow heat exchangers coupled in
a serial connection. A damper is able to switch the air flow
direction through the units. When ice formation starts to
reduce the air flow in the coldest exchanger, the air flow
direction is switched. The exchangers, damper and filters
are mounted in a cabinet with 50 mm insulation, although
the unit is recommended to be placed in a heated place to
minimize risks of frost damage from the condensing water. A
diagram of the system is shown in Figure 5. The theoretical
temperature efficiency of the heat recovery unit is
approximately 90%.

2.5. The solar collector

Solar hot water panels installed on the low-energy house
constitute a flat plate collector. It has a total surface area of
8.1 m2 and the system is able to collect 1700 kW h/yr. This
covers approximately 57% of the hot water consumption of
the house. The house and its inhabitants use around 150 L of
hot water per day. The solar collector faces south-east and
is tilted 701 from horizontal to have the optimal position in
relation to the sun.
3. Linear modeling of existing data

Since the completion of the house, consumption and some
indoor climate variables have been measured. The con-
sumption recordings consist of common oil consumption and
electricity consumption recordings for each apartment and
for common areas. For the ventilation and heating systems,
all inlet and outlet flows and temperatures have been
measured. Moreover, measurements have been taken for
temperatures and relative humidity both indoors and in
some construction parts. Consumption recordings are cumu-
lative, temperature and flow measurements are instant,
and all data were logged every hour. Unfortunately, the
measurement recordings have been interrupted, which limit
the periods which can be used for modeling.

Two periods of approximately 2.5 months each have been
chosen for analysis. The first period starts on September 1,
2009 while the second starts on February 1, 2010. Mending had
been carried out between these two periods so the house was
expected to perform better – namely be tighter and have a
better control of the heating – in the second period.

A first comparison of the energy consumption for the two
periods is seen in Figure 6. The largest power consumption is
in floor heating which has been reduced by 545 W on an
average or more than 15%. The ventilation heating is in
general only 510% of the contribution from floor heating but
it has increased by around 35%. Energy consumption for
water has dropped significantly by 69%. All three electricity
consumptions have increased. While for a household all
power consumption is equally interesting, in the modeling
of the performance of the building envelope, hot water
consumption will be left out. This is because the hot
water consumed is largely assumed to be drained while still
warm. Omitting heating of domestic water, the average



Table 2 Heat transmission coefficient (Ug, Uw), solar energy transmission (gg, gw) and net annual energy gain (Qg, Qw).
Index g for glazing and w for window.

Type Ug (W/(m2 K)) gg (–) Qg (kW h/m2) Uw (W/(m2 K)) gw (–) Qw (kW h/m2)

1: 1+2 0.7 0.45 172 1.0 0.30 �17.3
2: 2+Vac.glaz 0.7 0.40 136 1.1 0.27 �59.3
3: 2+1 0.8 0.56 228 1.1 0.47 67.1

Figure 5 Diagram of the heat recovery unit with two heat
exchangers. A valve and a timer switch the flow direction when
ice formation reduces the air flow.
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(heating and electricity) power consumption is 158 W lower
in period 2 compared to period 1, which corresponds to a
reduction of 3.5%.

3.1. Statistical model framework

The energy performance is hard to compare between
periods because of the different weather conditions, possi-
ble differences in the use of the house, etc. For this reason,
a statistical model is needed to describe the influences of
different variables. The variables that will be used here are
indoor and outdoor temperatures, solar radiation, and wind
speed. The use of the building is assumed to have been
similar in the two periods. The increased energy consump-
tion for heating of water could suggest more occupancy in
the second period, though.

An average UA-value for the building is of special inter-
est. The average UA-value is interpreted as the steady-state
heat conductivity of the envelope. Using only indoor and
outdoor temperatures and solar radiation, this interpreta-
tion yields the following steady-state expression for the
heat loss, Ph, through the envelope:

Ph ¼ UAðTi�TaÞ�gA � Ps ð1Þ
However, the system is never in steady state and hence

must be modeled with dynamic techniques. The UA-
estimate is then derived as the steady state response of
the temperature difference to the heat consumption. A
dynamical relation between the heat consumption and
indoor temperature, outdoor temperature, and solar radia-
tion can be modeled with an ARMAX model of the heat
transfer at time n:

Aðq�1ÞPhðnÞ ¼ B1ðq�1ÞTiðnÞþB2ðq�1ÞTaðnÞþB3ðq�1ÞPsðnÞ
þCðq�1ÞeðnÞ ð2Þ

where A, B1, B2, B4, and C are polynomials, and q�1 is the
backward shift operator given by

q�1 � xðnÞ ¼ xðn�1Þ ð3Þ
and feðnÞg is Gaussian white noise. Notice that fng is
discrete-time-normalized so that the sample period equals
1. The parameters in the B1;B2;B3 polynomials are any real
numbers, while a1 ¼ c1 ¼ 1. For the system to be stable, the
roots of Aðq�1Þ must lie within the unit circle. See Table 6
for nomenclature. In-depth treatment of ARMAX processes
can be found in Madsen (2008).

Since the temperature difference is included in (2)
through both indoor and outdoor temperatures, the UA-
value can be estimated both as the estimated stationary
response from Ti to Ph and as the negative stationary
response from Ta to Ph. Compare with (1) for the sign
convention.

The discrete-time transfer function, H(z), is given in the
z-domain as

YðzÞ ¼ HðzÞXðzÞ; zAC ð4Þ
where Y and X are Z-transforms of the discrete-time processes
fxng and fyng. For general treatment of signal processing and
the z-domain, see e.g., Oppenheim et al. (1983) and Madsen
(2008). In the (discrete) time domain, the impulse response
fhkg is given as

yn ¼ ∑
1

k ¼ �1
hkxn�k ð5Þ

The steady state response is the step response for time
going to infinity. Since for the step response, xk=0 for ko0,
and xk ¼ x for kZ0, the steady state value of y becomes

y1 ¼ x ∑
1

k ¼ 0
hk ð6Þ

where causality of the system is assumed (hk=0 for ko0).
Since the transfer function in a causal system can be

calculated from the impulse response function as

HðzÞ ¼ ∑
1

k ¼ 0
z�khk ð7Þ

it follows that

Hð1Þ ¼ ∑
1

0
hk ð8Þ

and so the step response simplifies to

y1 ¼ x � Hð1Þ ð9Þ
Since the UA-value is the steady state extra heat transfer
when the temperature difference increases by 1 1C, this
further simplifies to

y1 ¼ Hð1Þ ð10Þ
in this case.

Hence – given that the considered process is stationary –

the steady state value of the step response from Ta to Ph is



Figure 6 Distribution of the power consumption in the building in the two considered periods.
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given by the transfer function from Ta to Ph for z=1:

ÛATi ¼ B̂1ð1Þ=Âð1Þ ð11Þ
The steady state value of the step response from Ti to Ph is
given by

ÛATa ¼ B̂2ð1Þ=Âð1Þ ð12Þ

3.1.1. An optimal UA estimate based on both indoor and
outdoor temperatures
To obtain an estimate of the UA-value as the steady state
response of the heat consumption to a step in difference
between indoor and outdoor temperatures, the two esti-
mates from Eqs. (11) and (12) must be combined. The linear
combination of the two yielding the lower variance is used.
This is the estimate

ÛA ¼ λn � ÛATi þð1�λnÞÛATa ð13Þ
where

λn ¼ arg min
λAR

VðλÛATi þð1�λÞÛATa Þ ð14Þ

The variance of the linear combination of the two estimates
of UA is calculated and minimized. The variance is

VðÛAÞ ¼ λ2VðÛATi Þþð1�λÞ2VðÛATa Þ
þ2λð1�λÞCovðÛATi ; ÛATa Þ ð15Þ

And the minimization yields

λn ¼ VðÛATa Þ�CovðÛATi ; ÛATa Þ
VðÛATi ÞþVðÛATa Þ�2CovðÛATi ; ÛATa Þ

ð16Þ

Notice that λ is unconstrained on R. The estimate cannot
directly be interpreted as a weighted average of ÛATi and
ÛATa, since λ can exceed ½0; 1�. This will happen when
CovðÛATi ; ÛATa Þ4VðÛATa Þ.

The variances of ÛATi and ÛATa and their covariance can
be estimated by linearization (Westergren et al., 1999). Let
x̂ be the estimated parameters of an ARMAX model, and
Vðx̂Þ ¼ P. Then the vector of the estimates, ÛATi, ÛATa , is
given by a possibly non-linear but differentiable function, f,
of x:

fðxÞ ¼
ÛATi

ÛATa

 !
ð17Þ

The variance–covariance matrix of the vector of estimates
can be approximated by the first-order Taylor expansion:

Vðfðx̂ÞÞ � ∂f
∂x

� �
P̂

∂f
∂x

� �T

ð18Þ
where ∂f=∂x is the Jacobian matrix. While P̂ can be
estimated from the estimation of x, the Jacobian can be
derived from f, in this case by differentiating the
expressions (11) and (12). It is possible to estimate
the variances of (11) and (12) without linearization, see
e.g., Tellinghuisen (2001). The advantage of using (18)
is that it yields the covariance between the estimates
directly.

3.2. Deriving time constants from a linear model

Time constants summarize valuable information about the
dynamics of a system. Consider the linear first order system
dyðtÞ
dt

¼ ayðtÞ; aAR ð19Þ

The discrete time solution to this system is

ytþΔt ¼ eaΔtyt ¼ e�Δt=τyt ð20Þ
where Δt is the sampling period, and τ is the time
constant.

For each pole, ϕi, of the transfer function of an ARMAX
model, the corresponding time constant can be identified by
solving

ϕi ¼ e�Δt=τi ; τi;ϕi40 ð21Þ
for τi.

3.3. The applied model

In Mortensen and Nielsen (2010) the following model is used
to estimate both UA- and gA-values based on daily average
data. Let TdðnÞ ¼ TiðnÞ�TaðnÞ:
PhðnÞ ¼ UA1 � TdðnÞþUA2 � Tdðn�1Þ�gA � PsðnÞ

þcw �WsðnÞ � TdðnÞþeðnÞ ð22Þ
UA¼ ðUA1þUA2Þ=2. n is the day number, and feg is the
white noise. This is clearly a sub-model of (2). The work in
Mortensen and Nielsen (2010) is based on measurements
where only the outdoor temperature was measured (and
the indoor temperature was estimated). In the data from
Sisimiut, indoor temperature measurements are avail-
able, however, and instead of using only the outdoor
temperature, the difference between the indoor and
outdoor temperatures can be used.

Now let WTðnÞ ¼WsðnÞ � ðTiðnÞ�TaðnÞÞ and q�1WTðnÞ ¼
Wsðn�1Þ � ðTiðn�1Þ�Taðn�1ÞÞ. Including an autoregressive
term, this leads to the model

PhðnÞþa1Phðn�1Þ ¼ b1;0TiðnÞþb1;1Tiðn�1Þþb2;0TaðnÞ
þb2;1Taðn�1Þþb3;0PsðnÞþb4;0 �WTðnÞþeðnÞ ð23Þ



Figure 7 Time series plots of average daily heating and explanatory variables for the first period to the left and for the second
period to the right. The red points indicate outliers that have not been used for the model fits.
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where feðnÞg are independent and for all n: eðnÞ � Nð0; s2Þ.
This model will be fitted to the two periods of data.
The estimates of the UA�values are calculated as in Eqs.
(13) and (14).
3.4. Data

The indoor temperature is the average of a temperature
measurement placed centrally in each of the two apart-
ments of the building. The heat input is based on an energy
meter in the building measuring the energy dissipated in
both floor heating and ventilation heating. The weather
data are measurements from the local weather station in
Sisimiut run by Asiaq (part of the Greenlandic Ministry of
Housing).

The raw data has been averaged to daily values.
Residuals of model (23) are plotted together with the
averaged data for the two periods in Figure 7. In the first
period, the heat consumption is generally increasing as
the outdoor temperature and solar radiation drop,
whereas the opposite is the case in the spring (period
2). This is as expected. Three points from each data set
were not well fitted and had too much influence on the
parameter estimates (i.e., large Cook's distances, Ersbøll
and Conradsen, 2005). Hence they were considered out-
liers and removed before the reported estimates were
calculated. These points are indicated with red circles in
Figure 7.
3.5. Results and discussion

Model (23) was fitted to the data from the two periods
omitting the classified outliers, and the parameter esti-
mates are listed in Table 3. Supporting the model para-
meters themselves, estimates of UA- and gA�values are
listed in Table 4. The estimates of the UA-values are
calculated as in Eqs. (11)–(16), ĝA ¼�b̂3;0, and a parameter
is related to the sensitivity to wind speed ĉW ¼ b̂4;0. Also, a
property called ÛAmax is reported. The term WT(n) in Eq.
(23) includes both Ws, Ti and Ta. As it contains a product of
inputs, it is a nonlinear term in the model. This makes the
estimate of the UA-value depend on wind speed. Hence,
what is reported as ÛA is for Ws=0, and ÛAmax is calculated
for Ws ¼ 8 m=s. Comparing ÛA and ÛAmax gives information
about the sensitivity to wind speed, i.e., the tightness of
the building. 8 m/s is chosen because it is a relatively high
wind speed for both considered periods. For period 1 it
corresponds to about the 0.97 quantile, for period 2, the
0.98 quantile.

First, the full model in Eq. (23) is fitted to the two
periods, one period at a time. The estimated physical
properties for the two periods are shown in the upper half
of Table 4. Both UA and UAmax increase from period 1 to
period 2. However, notice that the gA-value is �6� 10�2 m2

(not significantly different from zero) in the first period,
while it is estimated to be around 6.3 m2 in the second
period. This could be part of the reason for the large
difference in the UA estimates. In the lower part of



Table 4 Estimates of physical properties of the build-
ing in the two periods.

Property Period 1 Period 2

Est Std. E. Est Std. E

Individual gA

ÛA (W/K) 88.9 23.5 103.3 14.9

ÛAmax (W/K) 161.5 23.5 186.8 14.9

gA (m2) �0.1 3.2 6.3 1.7
cW (J m�1 K) 9.1 2.3 10.4 2.4
τ (days) 1.0 0.8
Common gA

ÛA (W/K) 94.6 23.6 87.8 12.3

ÛAmax (W/K) 160.5 23.6 174.8 12.3

gA (m2) 5.7 5.7
cW (J m�1/K) 8.2 2.2 10.9 2.4
τ (days) 1.0 0.8

Table 3 Parameter estimates using Model (23) for the
two data periods.

Parameter Estimate Std. error t value Pr(4jtj)

Period 1
a1 (–) �0.40 0.11 3.80 0.000
b1;0 (W/K) �343.43 170.62 �2.01 0.048
b1;1 (W/K) 420.36 160.51 2.62 0.011
b2;0 (W/K) �57.09 47.00 �1.21 0.229
b2;1 (W/K) �53.76 50.13 �1.07 0.287
b3;0 (m2) 0.06 3.23 0.02 0.985
b4;0 (J/m K) 9.07 2.33 3.89 0.000
s (W) 735.41
Period 2
a1 (–) �0.29 0.08 3.58 0.001
b1;0 (W/K) 203.87 116.69 1.75 0.085
b1;1 (W/K) �105.48 108.30 �0.97 0.333
b2;0 (W/K) �30.21 33.42 �0.90 0.369
b2;1 (W/K) �83.81 35.17 �2.38 0.020
b3;0 (m2) �6.28 1.67 �3.76 0.000
b4;0 (J/m K) 10.43 2.42 4.31 0.000
s (W) 658.62
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Table 4 a common gA-value has been estimated. This is
reasonable because the mending of the building did not
include any changes related to the glass facades. On the
other hand the surroundings may have changed, especially
the reflectivity of the surroundings may have changed due
to the change in snow cover and vegetation. Using the
common gA estimate, there is a drop from 95 to 88 for no
wind, but the estimate of UA increases from 160 to 175 for
wind speed 8 m s�1. However, these changes must be
compared with the uncertainties of the estimates. For the
models using a common gA-value, neither UA, UAmax, nor cW
are significantly different between the two periods using t-
tests. The estimated time constants are a little larger in the
first period than in the second, dropping from 1 to 0.8 days.
It was tested whether the gA-value can be assumed to be
the same for the two periods. The model fit is based on the
assumption of Gaussian noise, and hence, the test becomes
an F-test. The p-value is 8.1%, which means that the
difference in gA-values over the two periods is statistically
insignificant. Hence, the models with common gA-values
could be used.

A fundamental assumption of ARMAX models is that the
residuals are independent. Therefore, the autocorrelation
of the residuals must be checked. Sample autocorrelation
functions of the residuals of the model with common gA-
values applied on the two data sets are plotted in Figure 8
together with confidence bands for white noise. The
estimated autocorrelations are relatively small for both
periods, and hence the dynamics of both data sets are well
described by the fitted model.

Using this simple ARX model, none of the properties of
the building are significantly different between the two
periods. It should be noticed that it is difficult to compare
model fits on two different data sets. However, it demon-
strates consistency in the results using this model. A clear
weakness of the model is that averaging to daily values
reduces the number of data points dramatically.

The averaging has another side-effect that may cause
problems. Figure 9 shows average solar radiation versus
average indoor temperature for the two periods. For period
2, there is a strong correlation (more than 0.9), which
means that the impacts of the two are hard to distinguish.
An approach to overcome such issues is to excite the system
better by varying the indoor temperature independent of
other inputs. Section 4.3 introduces methods to avoid this
kind of issue in future work.

4. Future work

4.1. Improved measurement and control
equipment

In the spring 2011, new measurement equipment and a
programmable logic controller (PLC) system were installed
in the house. These facilitate online and centralized
scheduling and surveillance of experiments. Air tempera-
tures in all rooms, heating and ventilation inlet and outlet
temperatures and flows are measured. Moreover open/
closed sensors are installed on all exterior doors and
windows, and CO2 concentration is measured in the apart-
ment used for experiments.

A weather station taking meteorological measurements is
installed on-site. Ambient temperature and horizontal solar
radiation as well as wind speed and direction are measured.
An overview of the measurements most relevant to model-
ing the heat dynamics is provided in Table 5. Meteorological
data is also available from the governmental weather
station nearby used for analysis in this paper.

With the new control system, heating and ventilation
systems can be controlled based on all measurements,
functions hereof, or even exogenous inputs. An overview
of the state of the system is available on-line, and a screen
dump of this is seen in Figure 10. The overview intuitively
shows how the different systems are connected and inter-
acted. There are two circulation systems, illustrated by



Figure 9 Average solar radiation versus average indoor air temperature for the two periods. Notice especially for period two, the
large correlation between the two.

Figure 8 Estimated autocorrelations of the residuals of the fits of Model (23) on the two data periods. Period 1 to the left, period
2 to the right. The dashed blue lines are confidence bands for white noise.

Table 5 The most important measurements in the house for modeling the heat performance of the envelope.

Measurement Common areas Rental apartment Experimental apartment

Indoor temperatures All rooms All rooms All rooms
Full standard indoor temperature measurement in living room

Heating
Floor heating 2/2 5/5 5/5
Ventilation after heating All measured together

Ventilation
Central ventilation All measured together
Outer doors open/closed 2/2 3/3 3/3
Windows open/closed No windows 2/2 2/2
Cooker hood 0/0 0/1 1/1

Occupancy indicators
PIR sensors 0 0 Living room/kitchen, corridor
CO2 concentration 0 Deactivated Yes

Consumption
Oil All measured together
Electricity 1/1 1/1 1/1

PV system Only one system
Total heat collection
Domestic water heating
Buffer water heating
Heating system Contributes to common system

Metereological variables All at one common weather station
Ambient temperature
Solar radiation
Wind speed
Wind direction
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Figure 10 Overview of the most important flow and temperature measurements in the house.

Table 6 Nomenclature.

Symbol Explanation

A,Bi,C Polynomials
Ch Thermal capacity
Ph Heat and electricity input
Ps Solar radiation
R Thermal resistance
Ta Outdoor temperature
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different colors of the pipes. Follow the one leading from
the boiler; it goes to the domestic hot water tank (if the
return valve is open), to ventilation after heating, and/or to
floor heating. Before it comes back to the furnace, it passes
through a heat exchanger. The other pipe system goes from
the solar panel. It goes to either heating the domestic water
tank or to the radiator and buffer tank when a surplus of
heat from the solar panel is present. The storage tank is
both loaded and unloaded from the top so that a vertical
temperature gradient can be maintained in the tank.
Td Ti�Ta

Ti Indoor temperature
UA Common UA�value for the building envelope

ÛA Estimate of UA value at Ws=0

ÛAmax Estimate of UA value at Ws ¼ 8 m=s

Y Observation
Ws Wind speed
cw A constant related to the effect of wind speed
n Day number
q�1 Backward shift operator
4.2. Graybox modeling

Formulation and selection of a statistical model is an
iterative process, and when modeling systems of high
complexity it is often fruitful to start from a simple
description and then step-by-step include new terms if they
significantly improve the description of the system. An
initial description of the heat loss was given in the preced-
ing section. In order to describe the heat dynamics in more
detail, graybox models (Madsen and Holst, 1995; Andersen
et al., 2000; Bacher and Madsen, 2011) can be applied.
Graybox modeling combines the advantages of using physi-
cal knowledge about the system with statistical methods to
obtain precise descriptions of the dynamics behind mea-
surements of a physical system. The stochastic differential
equations used are based on the well-known differential
equations of heat dynamics which are naturally dynamic.
A very simple linear dynamical model of the indoor
temperature, Ti, is formulated in (Bacher and Madsen,
2011):

dTi ¼
1
Ch

Ta�Ti

R
þAw � PsþPh

� �
dtþsi dωiðtÞ ð24Þ

where Ti is the indoor temperature, R is the thermal
resistance of the building envelope, Ch is the heat capacity
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of the building, Aw is the effective area of the windows, and
Ph is the heat supply from the heating system. ωi is a
standard Wiener process (a white noise process in contin-
uous time), and si is a constant. Eq. (24) describes the
indoor temperature evolution in continuous time.

Let Y(n) be the measurement of the indoor temperature
at discrete time n:

YðnÞ ¼ TiðnÞþϵðnÞ; ϵðnÞ � Nð0; s2oÞ ð25Þ
i.e., the measurements are encumbered with white noise,
e(n). For in-depth treatment of stochastic differential equa-
tions, see Øksendal (2007). For filtering, i.e., re-construction
and prediction of the temperature based on measurements,
see Jazwinski (2007).

The test facilities available for the project are expected
to enable more detailed observation of the heat dynamics.
Hence a more general dynamic heat balance in the house is
considered. Let P in general denote a heat flux, and the
subscripts h, v, c, s, and i denote the heating system,
ventilation, conduction, solar radiation, and infiltration
respectively. Then

dTi ¼
1
Ch

ðPhþPvþPcþPsþPiÞ dtþs2 dω2 ð26Þ

expresses the interior temperature development. s2 is a
constant and ω2 is a standard Wiener process.

The conduction Pc through walls, roof, doors and windows
is expected to be of major importance. Let this be an
example of how the model can be extended to contain more
states, i.e., consist of coupled stochastic differential equa-
tions. Let it be given by a conduction from the outside
surface temperature of the building, To, and the indoor
temperature:

Pa ¼
1

RoiCe
ðTo�TiÞ

The outer envelope surface could be cooled (or heated) as
modeled by convection. Then that state could be written as
follows:

dTo ¼
1

RoiCe
ðTi�ToÞþfW ðWs;WdÞðTa�ToÞ

� �
dtþs2dω2

ð27Þ
where fW could be a non-linear function of wind speed and
wind direction. In Jiménez et al. (2008b) with a model
similar to this one, fW is modeled for a PV-module with an
allometric function. Further extension in the present case
could include dependence on the wind direction.

This non-linear extension of the linear dynamic model is
only one of many possible extensions. It has been justified
from physical considerations but the main criterion is the
ability to describe the behavior of the system, i.e., what is
reflected in the data. Hence, standardized model search
procedures as in Bacher and Madsen (2011) are needed.

4.3. Experiments in early 2012

Estimation of parameters in graybox modeling requires –

depending on the complexity of the models – not only good
models, but also good experiments. Parameter estimates
can be correlated if parametrization or the experimental
plan is sub-optimal. Take Eq. (24) as an example. If Ti is
constant, R and Ch turn out not to be identifiable. There-
fore, the indoor temperature has to be varied. For being
able to distinguish influences from each other, the input
signal (here, the floor heating) must be varied on all
frequencies, which can be done using PRBS (Pseudo-Random
binary signals) or ROLBS (Randomly Ordered Logarithmically
distributed Binary Sequence) signals. The system is said to
be excited. This was the focus of experiments that were
carried out in 2012. Such input signals are said to be
persistently exciting.

5. Conclusions

Statistical modeling of heat dynamics is a strong tool for
characterization of and improving energy performance of
buildings. A framework of linear dynamic models (ARMAX)
was described together with methods to extract important
information about heat dynamics from model estimates.

Promising results have already been obtained by applying
linear dynamic models on heat dynamics in buildings. An
example study was given where 2 periods of 2.5 months
each were compared for a described low energy house in
Greenland. Repair work was carried out between the two
periods, and improved tightness of the envelope was
expected in the second period. Heat consumption was
modeled using indoor temperature and weather variables,
and properties of the building were estimated and com-
pared over the two periods. From the available measure-
ments, the expectation that repair works had made the
heating consumption in the building less sensitive to wind
could not be demonstrated.

However, long testing time was needed, and separating
impacts of different inputs seemed to lead to problems. Test
facilities in the Arctic area have been described and the
advantages of these in relation to more detailed modeling
have been discussed. Finally, some examples on modeling,
non-dynamic and dynamic, linear and non-linear have been
given. Experiments will be carried out to apply models of
this framework on experiments carried out in 2012.
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